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Abstract. The aim of this article is to investigate the impacts of cooperative and non-cooperative
R&D strategies on product innovation and firm performance. Based on the industrial economics literature and the optimisation model, R&D competition, R&D cartelisation, and full industry cartelisation strategies of firms operating on a market with differentiated goods and simultaneous price and
quality competition are considered. It is showed that R&D cartelisation entails a loss of firm’s product
innovation compared with R&D competition. However, profit-maximising firms do not prefer the
R&D competition strategy. They prefer to pursue either R&D cartelisation or full industry cartelisation strategies, depending on the elasticity of demand with respect to the firm’s investment in R&D.
The social cost of R&D cartelisation is a loss of product innovation, and the social cost of full industry
cartelisation is both the loss of product innovation and the loss of consumer surplus due to a relatively
high price and low output of the final product. The latter results carry significant implications for the
modern business and public policy.
Keywords: R&D, strategy, innovation, firm performance, price competition, quality competition.
JEL Classification: L1, O3.

Introduction
Cooperation in innovation has been identified as a valuable R&D strategy to complement
the internal R&D efforts of firms (cf., e.g., Hofman, Faems, & Schleimer, 2017; Belderbos,
Gilsing, Lokshin, Carree, & Sastre, 2018). Enterprises can cooperate with competitors in
jointly exploiting existing products or technologies, to benefit from incremental innovations
(Hofman et al., 2017). Firms can also cooperate with market rivals for more explorative
purposes, to pursue radical innovations (Tushman & Smith, 2002; Hofman et al., 2017).
From the industrial economics viewpoint, interfirm cooperation in innovation is an effective
mechanism to overcome the internal R&D underinvestment problem (Czarnitzki, Ebersberger, & Fier, 2007). In the presence of knowledge spillovers between competitors, the returns
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from internal R&D investments are not fully appropriable by the investing firms (Geroski,
1995; Czarnitzki et al., 2007; Belderbos et al., 2018). The newly obtained knowledge leaks
out to competitors, affecting negatively private incentives to undertake R&D, and leading to
the underinvestment problem. Interfirm R&D cooperation allows to internalise knowledge
spillovers, and enhance the appropriability of R&D returns by cooperating firms (Czarnitzki
et al., 2007).
Industrial economics models distinguish two distinct stages of an innovative behaviour
of firms (d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien, Muller, & Zang, 1992; Lafay & Maximin,
2017). In the first, investment stage, firms decide on their R&D investment values. In the
second, market behaviour stage, firms take decisions related to the final products (e.g., their
price or output). A cooperative innovative behaviour can embrace two independent strategic
dimensions, i.e., R&D investment coordination, and knowledge sharing. R&D investment
coordination means that cooperating firms set their R&D investment values in order to
maximise the sum of economic profits of all cooperating firms. Knowledge sharing means,
in turn, that cooperating firms do not keep their knowledge private, but they disclose their
knowledge to all cooperating parties.
As Lin and colleagues (2006) notice, firms’ decisions on R&D investments and knowledge
disclosure are integral part of the enterprise R&D strategy (see also, Liu & Atuahene-Gima,
2018). Observe that the enterprise R&D strategy corresponds with the major questions that,
according to Lin and colleagues (2006), should be answered by managers of innovation-oriented firms. These questions are: “Have we invested enough in R&D?”, and “Do investments
in R&D pay off in terms of firm performance?”. These questions address the problem of
optimal determination of corporate R&D investments. Managers should set the R&D investments in order to meet firms’ performance objectives. Using the language of R&D strategies
distinguished by Kamien and colleagues (1992), managers should set the R&D investments
in order to maximise firms’ individual economic profits (a non-cooperative case) or to maximise the sum of economic profits of all cooperating enterprises (a cooperative case).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the impacts of firms’ R&D strategies on product innovation and firm performance. A majority of industrial economics papers addressing
R&D strategies of firms focus on process innovations (see the literature review below). This
paper instead concentrates on the relationship between R&D strategies and product innovations. In addition, this article sets out to analyse the effects of enterprise R&D strategies on
firm performance measured by the total economic profits and total revenues (sales).
This research focuses on oligopolistic industries with differentiated products and simultaneous price and quality competition (Chioveanu, 2012; Li & Chen, 2018). Such industries
constitute up to 50 per cent of all existing industries in a modern economy (for econometric
estimations, see, e.g., Flath, 2012). Only the latter fact makes those industries important for
public policy-makers, consumers, and managers. The real-life examples of those industries
are: consumer goods (e.g., beverages, beer, cotton fabrics), fishing nets, medicines, paints,
pianos, printing machines, tires and tubes for motor vehicles (Chioveanu, 2012; Flath, 2012).
Based on the optimisation model of firm’s product innovation, it is showed that the R&D
cartelisation strategy entails a loss of firm’s product innovation compared with the R&D competition strategy. R&D competition strategy turns out to be a not preferred strategy for firms. They
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prefer to pursue either R&D cartelisation strategy or full industry cartelisation strategy, depending on the elasticity of demand with respect to the firm’s investment in R&D. The social cost of
R&D cartelisation is a loss of product innovation, and the social cost of full industry cartelisation
is both the loss of product innovation and the loss of consumer surplus due to a relatively high
price and low output of the final product.
The present paper carries significant implications for business managers and policy-makers. Managers of firms operating in markets with differentiated goods and simultaneous price
and quality competition may find a cooperative product R&D strategy not appealing, when
the major objective of the firm is to introduce product innovations. Policy-makers may, in
turn, be more cautious about promoting product R&D cooperation between firms. The following analysis reveals that such cooperation may lead to a reduction of a product innovation
and consumer surplus compared with the R&D competition strategy.
This paper contributes to the theoretical industrial economics literature on R&D strategies, innovation and firm performance. The majority of relevant theoretical industrial economics studies consider the relationship between a firm’s R&D strategy and process innovation. The present paper investigates the relationship between the enterprise R&D strategy
and product innovation. At the same time, this paper investigates the relationship between
the enterprise R&D strategy and firm performance. The theoretical analysis that allows to
consider the impact of corporate R&D strategy on both product innovation and firm performance makes this article unique among the relevant theoretical industrial economics papers.
Technically, the model present in this paper originally extends the concept of firm R&D
proposed by Lee and Sung (2005). The extensions involve: (i) the consideration of an impact
of firm’s R&D strategy on product innovation and firm performance, (ii) the distinction
between the autonomous and effective R&D investments made by firms (this distinction
allows to investigate the significance of knowledge spillovers between enterprises), and (iii)
the possibility to compare prices of the final goods, firm’s R&D investments, revenues, and
economic profits under different R&D strategies selected by firms.
The choice of a firm’s R&D strategy and its impact on innovation and firm performance is
a current topic in a heated debate between scholars, managers and policy-makers (Belderbos
et al., 2018; Zhou, Shan, & Li, 2018; Bustinza, Gomes, Vendrell-Herrero, & Baines, 2019).
All parties of this debate underline the importance of a choice of a firm’s R&D strategy in
building technological advantage, and, in particular, a choice of a degree to which a firm’s
knowledge is acquired externally (Zhou et al., 2018). The latter refers to the firm’s ability to
benefit from knowledge spillovers. The present paper constitutes a voice in a current debate
on firms’ R&D strategies and their impact on innovation and firm performance in the presence of knowledge spillovers in the industry.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides an overview of the relevant
innovation and economic literature. Further, a model of firm’s product innovation is presented. Subsequent sections show and compare the impacts of enterprise R&D strategies on
product innovation, firm’s revenues and economic profits. The paper is ended with a discussion of the main findings and conclusions.
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1. Literature review
Kamien, Muller, and Zang (1992) distinguish the following R&D strategies of firms: (i) R&D
competition, (ii) R&D cartelisation, (iii) research joint venture (RJV) competition, and (iv)
RJV cartelisation (cf., Table 1).
Under R&D competition, firms take R&D decisions unilaterally, focusing on the maximisation of individual economic profits. Firms following an R&D cartelisation strategy coordinate their R&D investments, but they remain competitors on the final product market. Firms
engaged in an RJV competition make their decisions on R&D investments and final products unilaterally, yet they share the technological knowledge and, in particular, the results
of R&D works. An RJV cartelisation consists in a sharing of the results of R&D works with
a concurrent coordination of R&D investments (but the competition on the final product
market is retained). If decisions on both R&D investments and final products are coordinated, firms follow a strategy of a full industry cartel (such a strategy has been distinguished
by d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988).
Table 1. Types of enterprise R&D strategies
Enterprise R&D
strategy

Investment stage

Market behaviour stage

R&D competition
(R&D rivalry)

1. No coordination of R&D investment
decisions with competitors
2. No technological knowledge sharing
with competitors

No coordination of decisions
on product price or product
output with competitors

R&D cartelisation
(R&D cartel, R&D
cooperation)

1. Coordination of R&D investment
decisions with competitors
2. No technological knowledge sharing
with competitors

No coordination of decisions
on product price or product
output with competitors

RJV competition (RJV 1. No coordination of R&D investment
rivalry)
decisions with competitors
2. Technological knowledge sharing with
competitors

No coordination of decisions
on product price or product
output with competitors

RJV cartelisation
(RJV cartel, RJV
cooperation)

No coordination of decisions
on product price or product
output with competitors

Full industry
cartelisation (full
industry cartel, full
industry cooperation)
Notes: own elaboration
and Maximin (2017).

1. Coordination of R&D investment
decisions with competitors
2. Technological knowledge sharing with
competitors

1. Coordination of R&D investment
Coordination of decisions
decisions with competitors
on product price or product
2. No technological knowledge sharing
output with competitors
with competitors
based on d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien et al. (1992) and Lafay

Research on firms’ R&D behaviour in strategic context was pioneered by Ruff (1969).
The seminal works inspired by Ruff include papers by Spence (1984), Katz (1986), and
d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988). The R&D model developed by d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) received utmost attention and was widely extended in subsequent years. These
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extensions involved, inter alia, an increased number of competing firms (cf., e.g., Kamien
et al., 1992; Kamien & Zang, 2000; Bourreau & Dogan, 2010; Bourreau, Dogan, & Manant,
2016), incorporation of the product differentiation (cf., e.g., Kamien et al., 1992; Bourreau
& Dogan, 2010; Bourreau et al., 2016), inclusion of price competition on the final product
market (cf., e.g., Kamien et al., 1992; Ziss, 1994; Qiu, 1997; Hinloopen, 2000; Karbowski &
Prokop, 2018), inclusion of vertical cooperation of firms investing in R&D (cf., e.g., Inkmann,
2000; Atallah, 2002), and internationalisation of firms’ cooperation in R&D (cf., e.g., Brod &
Shivakumar, 1997; Liu, Lu, & Cheng, 2018).
D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) showed analytically that firm’s R&D investments
leading to process innovations are higher under full industry cartelisation strategy than under R&D cartelisation strategy, and firm’s R&D investments are higher under R&D cartelisation strategy compared with R&D competition strategy, if the level of knowledge spillovers
in the industry is sufficiently large. Kamien and colleagues (1992), in a more general setup
(KMZ model), but still in the context of process innovations, confirmed that firm’s R&D
investments under R&D cartelisation are higher than under R&D competition, if the level
of technological spillovers is large enough. The latter result has been also confirmed empirically, cf., e.g., Becker and Dietz (2004) or Aschhoff and Schmidt (2008). Further, Kamien
and colleagues (1992) showed that firm’s economic profits are higher under R&D cartelisation strategy compared with R&D competition strategy. Kamien and Zang (2000) showed in
the extended KMZ model that the cooperative R&D investment and subsequent economic
profit exceed the non-cooperative R&D investment and economic profit, provided that the
knowledge spillovers are sufficiently high. This again replicates the result that firm’s process
innovation is greater in the cooperative case than in the competitive one, if the technological
spillovers are significant. In the presence of knowledge spillovers, the better appropriability
of R&D returns under cooperative R&D investment compared with the non-cooperative one,
enhances the firms’ economic profits compared with the R&D competition (Czarnitzki et al.,
2007; Belderbos et al., 2018).
Certainly, cooperation or competition in R&D is not without an impact on the firms’
behaviour on the final product market. D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien and
colleagues (1992) or De Bondt and Veugelers (1991) were among the first authors to note
that cooperation of firms in R&D provides strong incentives to form a cartel on the final
product market (R&D cooperation gives rise to a full industry cartelisation). This ultimately
leads to a reduction of consumer surplus via higher prices of final goods or lower outputs
(cf., Martin, 2006; Miyagiwa, 2009).
Please observe that papers cited above consider process innovations, i.e., innovations that
lead to a reduction of manufacturing costs. There have been relatively few theoretical works
to address the relationship between firms’ R&D strategies and product innovation. Motta
(1992) showed that R&D cooperation of firms encouraged vertical product differentiation.
Vertically differentiated products differ from each other in quality (Lee, 1999; Lee & Sung,
2005). Product quality and price jointly determine consumer utility from a given product,
and consumer utility impacts, in turn, the optimal firm’s R&D intensity (defined as the firm’s
R&D investments divided by the total revenues; Lee, 1999; Lee & Sung, 2005). R&D intensity
serves as a measure of enterprise innovation (for an elaboration, cf., section 2). Kaiser and
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Licht (1998) constructed a game where firms, first, decide on the R&D strategy (R&D cooperation or R&D competition), second, on the levels of R&D investments, and, finally, on the
production outputs on the final good market. Interestingly enough, in addition to process innovations, Kaiser and Licht (1998) took into consideration product innovations. The authors
showed that the firm’s optimal investment in R&D has virtually the same structure for both
product and process innovations. Recently, Capuano and Grassi (2019) analysed the impact
of technological spillovers on private R&D investment and incentives to cooperate in product innovation. These authors showed that firms cooperate in R&D when the technological
spillovers are sufficiently high and the costs of R&D are sufficiently low.
A number of empirical studies have investigated the impact of enterprise R&D strategy
on product innovation, cf., e.g., Klomp and van Leeuwen (2001), Lööf and Heshmati (2002),
Belderbos, Carree, and Lokshin (2006), van Beers and Zand (2014). These studies have concentrated on R&D cooperation and found a positive relationship between R&D cooperative
strategy of firms and product innovation. Belderbos, Carree, and Lokshin (2004) analysed,
in turn, the impact of R&D cooperation on firm performance considering innovative sales
(sales of new to the market products) as a performance measure. These authors concluded
that R&D cooperation with competitors generates a rise in innovative sales per employee.
More recently, Aguiar and Gagnepain (2017) analysed the impact of cooperative R&D strategy of firms on profit margins. The effect of R&D cooperation on profit margins turned out
to be very limited.
It is worth observing that positive impacts of R&D cooperation on product innovation
or firm performance are conditional upon the implementation of a successful interfirm governance mode (cf., Arslan-Ayaydin, Barnum, Karan, & Ozdemir, 2014; Hofman et al., 2017;
Belderbos et al., 2018). Such a governance mode has to effectively mitigate the opportunistic
behaviour of cooperating partners and reduce the coordination gaps (Hofman et al., 2017).
Possible contractual and financial instruments which assure an effective interfirm governance
in R&D are discussed, e.g., by Arslan-Ayaydin and colleagues (2014) or Hofman and colleagues (2017). Also, the effectiveness of various contractual and financial instruments mentioned above depends on the kind of a partner cooperating in R&D (Belderbos et al., 2018).
Based on the above literature review, the following research hypotheses can be formulated. First, (i) since the firm’s optimal investment in R&D has virtually the same structure
for process and product innovations (Kaiser & Licht, 1998), (ii) for process innovations, the
cooperative R&D investments exceed the non-cooperative ones (cf., e.g., d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien et al., 1992; Kamien & Zang, 2000; Karbowski & Prokop, 2018), and
(iii) empirical studies report a positive relationship between R&D cooperation and product
innovation (cf., e.g., Belderbos et al., 2006), it is hypothesised that firm’s product innovation
benefits from R&D cooperation compared with R&D competition. However, this hypothesis
is formulated with some reservations, since the papers quoted in the premises (i)-(iii) do not
consider quality competition between rival firms, which is an important building block of
the proposed model (see the next section). Those papers focus on quantity or price competition, but still the market environment considered in those papers (an innovative oligopolistic
industry with spillovers) is reasonably close to the business environment analysed herein.
Second, (i) since cooperation of firms in R&D provides incentives to form a cartel on the
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final product market (cf., e.g., De Bondt & Veugelers, 1991), and (ii) such a cartel rises prices
of final goods compared with the market competition (cf., e.g., Martin, 2006; Miyagiwa,
2009), it is hypothesised that full industry cartelisation strategy brings higher prices of the
final goods compared with strategies that do not cartelise the final product market. Third,
since both R&D cartelisation and full industry cartelisation strategies allow to internalise
knowledge spillovers and enhance the appropriability of R&D returns by enterprises (cf.,
e.g., Czarnitzki et al., 2007; Belderbos et al., 2018), it is hypothesised that economic profits
are higher under cartelisation strategies than under a competitive (no coordination of R&D
investment decisions) strategy.
In the following sections, the above hypotheses are confronted with the theoretical propositions. A model of firm’s product innovation (present in the next section) allows to derive
those propositions. The building blocks of the model are the variables identified in the relevant literature (see, Table 2).
Table 2. The variables derived from the relevant studies
Variable

Source of specification

R&D investment

Spence (1984), Katz (1986), D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988),
Kamien et al. (1992), Kamien and Zang (2000), Czarnitzki et al.
(2007), Bourreau and Dogan (2010), Bourreau et al. (2016), Lafay
and Maximin (2017), Capuano and Grassi (2019)

Marginal manufacturing costs

D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien et al. (1992),
Kamien and Zang (2000), Lee and Sung (2005), Lafay and
Maximin (2017)

Price of a final good

Kamien et al. (1992), Ziss (1994), Qiu (1997), Hinloopen (2000),
Karbowski and Prokop (2018)

Output of a final good

D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien et al. (1992),
Kamien and Zang (2000), Lafay and Maximin (2017), Karbowski
and Prokop (2018)

Quality of a final good

Lee (1999), Lee and Sung (2005)

Consumer utility from a final
good

Lee (1999), Lee and Sung (2005)

Total revenues (sales)

D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien et al. (1992),
Kamien and Zang (2000), Lee and Sung (2005), Lafay and
Maximin (2017)

Total profits

D’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Kamien et al. (1992),
Kamien and Zang (2000), Lee and Sung (2005), Lafay and
Maximin (2017), Karbowski and Prokop (2018)

R&D intensity
Lee (1999), Lee and Sung (2005)
Notes: own elaboration based on the literature review.

2. The model of firm’s product innovation in oligopoly with price and quality
competition
In this section, a model of firm’s product innovation in an oligopolistic market with concurrent price and quality competition is developed. The following model sets out to investigate
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the firm’s R&D investment and product market behaviour, as in d’Aspremont and Jacquemin
(1988), with the exception that, instead of process innovations, product innovations are considered. Based on the specification proposed by Lee and Sung (2005), the impact of firm’s
R&D strategy on product innovation and firm performance in a market with both price and
quality competition can be assessed.
Following d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), an oligopolistic final product market
where two firms are operating, i.e., firm i and firm j , is analysed. Since, in the following
model, process innovations (they lead to a decrease in the marginal manufacturing costs) are
not considered, the marginal manufacturing costs ( c ) are constant. The product offered on
the market is differentiated. This is a realistic assumption, since the majority of oligopolistic
markets trade in differentiated products (cf., e.g., Goldberg, 1995; Mazzeo, 2002; Flath, 2012).
Following the empirically verified model of an innovative behaviour developed by Lee and
Sung (2005), consumer utility from the product offered by firm i is a function of the product
price and product quality, i.e., U i = U ( pi , ai ) , where pi denotes price of the product, and ai
stands for the product quality. The consumer utility is a decreasing function of the product
price and an increasing function of the product quality, which constitutes a reasonable, realistic and empirically verified assumption (cf., e.g., Blattberg & Wisniewski, 1989; Lee, 1999;
Lee & Sung, 2005; Dwicahyani, Rosyidi, & Pujiyanto, 2019).
Let us further assume that the quality of the product depends on the effective R&D investments devoted to product development (Lee, 1999; Lee & Sung, 2005), i.e., ak = a( X k ) ,
where k = i, j , and X k denotes effective product R&D investments of a firm. As Scherer
(1984), Lee (1999) or Lee and Sung (2005) observe, product quality is produced primarily
through R&D efforts devoted to product development. Corporate R&D efforts are measured
by the R&D investments made by firms (cf., e.g., Kamien et al., 1992; Belderbos et al., 2004;
Belderbos et al., 2018). However, in the presence of knowledge spillovers in the industry, the
effective (total) firm’s R&D investments that determine product quality exceed the autonomous (individual) R&D investments (Kamien et al., 1992). As a result, product quality in a
market with spillovers depends not only on producer’s individual product R&D efforts, but
also on the product R&D efforts put by producer’s rivals. Function ak = a( X k ) has the fold 2 ak
dak
< 0 , i.e., this is an increasing function
lowing mathematical properties:
> 0 and
dX k
dX k2
with diminishing marginal returns on effective R&D investments. The assumption that the
marginal returns on R&D are decreasing has its empirical base, e.g., in Scherer (1980), Griliches (1998) or Kim (2018). According to Kamien and colleagues (1992), Xi= xi + βx j , where
x j denotes the autonomous R&D investments of firm j , xi stands for the autonomous
R&D investments of firm i , and parameter β ( 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 ) models the knowledge spillovers
(cf., e.g., Geroski, 1995; Kamien & Zang, 2000; Kaiser, 2002). Knowledge spillovers can be
understood as the benefits derived by a given firm from R&D investment made by another
firm. For higher values of parameter β , the given firm to a greater extent can improve the
quality of its product due to R&D investments made by the firm’s rival.
Further, let us define demand for the product offered by a given firm. Following Lee and
Sung (2005), demand for the product offered by a duopolist i is as follows: qi = q(U i ,U j ) ,
where qi denotes the demand for the product offered by firm i. This demand is an increas-
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ing function of the consumer utility from the product offered by firm i and a declining
function of the consumer utility derived from the product offered by the competitor. Such a
specification is empirically valid, since consumers derive their demand for a particular good
from its utility (cf., e.g., Lee, 1999; Lee & Sung, 2005; Ding, Ross, & Rao, 2010; Gostkowski,
2018), and can easily swap the product offered by a given firm for the product offered by the
competitor if the latter product brings sufficiently large utility (cf., e.g., Lee & Murphy, 2008;
Wan, Huang, Zhao, Deng, & Fransoo, 2018). Since utility of the product is contingent on
price and quality, and the demand for the product depends on utility, the considered firms
compete both in price and quality.
Si = pi qi denotes the total revenues (total sales) generated by firm i. The value of total
sales measures the firm’s size. As Park (2011) notices, most of the studies on corporate innovation and firm size take total revenues as a measure of firm size (cf., e.g., Acs and Audretsch,
1987; Cohen, Levin, & Mowery, 1987; Lee & Sung, 2005). This approach is followed not
for opportunistic reasons, but for the purpose of logical consistency of the analysis. In the
present demand-pull model of innovation, decisions on quality and price jointly determine
the consumer utilities and the demand for an innovative product. In the model, quality and
price decisions explicitly determine the total firms’ revenues, but not the total assets or total
employment (the rival measures of firm size used in the literature). It seems then natural to
x
use a firm size measure explained within a model, i.e., the total revenues. Further, αi = i
Si
stands for the R&D intensity for firm i, i.e., the value of autonomous R&D investment related
to the firm’s size. The R&D intensity is one of the input-based indicators of enterprise innovation (cf., e.g., Kleinknecht, van Montfort, & Brouwer, 2002; Lee & Sung, 2005; Karbowski,
2016; Medda, 2018). Enterprise innovation can be broadly understood as the firm’s ability to
create inventions and introduce them into marketplace (Burns & Stalker, 1961; Dosi, 1988;
Hurley & Hult, 1998; Hult, Hurley, & Knight, 2004). The innovation literature (cf., e.g., Milbergs & Vonortas, 2006; Vonortas, 2018) distinguishes the following indicators of enterprise
innovation: (i) absolute or relative value of firm’s R&D investments (input-based approach),
and (ii) innovation counts, or number of patents obtained by a firm (output-based approach).
Let us now determine the product price, firm’s size, R&D investments and R&D intensity,
firm’s economic profits under the generic strategic regimes: R&D competition, R&D cartelisation, and full industry cartelisation (cf., d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien et al.,
1992), in the context of product innovation. The obtained results are then compared and the
implications for business and public policy are drawn.

3. R&D competition
Under R&D competition firms compete both on the final product market and at the R&D
stage. Firms set product prices and their R&D investment levels to maximise individual
economic profits. Let us now express the economic profit for firm i :
π=
pi qi − ci qi − xi ,
i

(1)

where ci denotes the marginal manufacturing cost for firm i. From the condition of profit
maximisation with respect to product price, it is derived that:
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qi + ( pi − ci )

∂qi
=
0.
∂pi

(2)

pi ∂qi
is a price elasticity of demand for the product offered by firm
qi ∂pi
−ε p qi
i, expression (2) can be rewritten as follows: qi + ( pi − ci )
=
0 , and, further, following a
pi
few algebraic transformations, the following is obtained:

Knowing that ε p =−

pi =

ε p qi ci
−qi + ε p qi

.

(3)

Note also that after few algebraic transformations, formula (2) can be rewritten as follows:
Si = ( pi − ci )ε p qi .

(4)

Next, from the condition of profit maximisation with respect to the firm’s autonomous
R&D investment, the following is obtained:
−1 + ( pi − ci )

∂qi
=0 .
∂xi

(5)

Let us further observe that after few algebraic transformation of formula (5), the following is true:
(6)
xi = ( pi − ci )ε x qi ,
x ∂q
where ε x = i i denotes the elasticity of demand with respect to firm’s autonomous R&D
qi ∂xi

investment. Based on formulas (4) and (6), the following is obtained:
α i=

xi ε x
,
=
Si ε p

(7)

which defines the optimal R&D intensity of the firm under R&D competition.
Lastly, let us also express the optimal economic profit of firm i under R&D competition:
=
πi qi ci (

εp
εp −1

−1−

ε pεx
εp −1

+ εx ) .

(8)

4. R&D cartelisation
Under R&D cartelisation, firms set their R&D investment levels to maximise the sum of
economic profits of all R&D cartel members (firms coordinating their R&D investments
for a joint benefit). Let us write down the equation for the aggregate economic profit of the
R&D cartel:
(9)
πall= pi qi − ci qi − xi + p j q j − c j q j − x j .
From the condition of profit maximisation with respect to autonomous R&D investment,
it is obtained that:
∂q j
∂q
(10)
−1 + ( pi − ci ) i + ( p j − c j )
=0 .
∂xi
∂xi
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∂qi
q
= ε x i . Having taken account of the last expression and based on formula
∂xi
xi
(10), it can be obtained that:

Note that

−1 + ( pi − ci )ε x

∂q j
qi
+ (pj − c j )
=0 .
xi
∂xi

(11)

x ∂q j
Let ε xji =
denote the elasticity of demand for the product offered by firm j with
− i
q j ∂xi
respect to autonomous R&D investment of firm i . After simple algebraic transformations of
expression (11), it is true that:
xi = ( pi − ci )ε x qi − ( p j − c j )ε xji q j .

(12)

The last expression shows the optimal R&D investment of a firm that behaves as a
member of an R&D cartel. The R&D cartelisation strategy provides for a coordination
of R&D investments to maximise the aggregate economic profit (9), whereas on the final
product market members of the R&D cartel remain competitors, and strive for maximisation of their individual economic profits. Therefore, on the final product market, the firm
aims at maximisation of its individual economic profit, and the profit-maximising price of
the product manufactured by this firm can be found according to the following formula:
ε p qi ci
∂q
. The value of total sales generated by the firm, behavqi + ( pi − ci ) i =0 ⇒ pi =
∂pi
−qi + ε p qi
ing as a member of the R&D cartel, is expressed by the following equation: Si = ( pi − ci )ε p qi .
The optimal R&D intensity of the firm under R&D cartelisation strategy is, in turn, given
by the equation below:
( pi − ci )ε x qi − ( p j − c j )ε xji q j
.
αi =
( pi − ci )ε p qi

(13)

Let us also find the economic profit of firm i which behaves as a member of an R&D
cartel:
εp
ε pεx
(14)
=
πi qi ci (
−1−
+ ε x ) + ( p j − c j )ε xji q j .
εp −1
εp −1

5. Full industry cartelisation
Under strategy of full industry cartelisation, firms set their R&D investments and product
prices to maximise the aggregate economic profit of the cartel.
From the condition of profit optimisation, it is true that:
qi + ( pi − ci )

∂q j
∂qi
+ (pj − c j )
=
0.
∂pi
∂pi

(15)

p ∂q j
Knowing that ε ji =i
denotes the elasticity of demand for the firm’s product with
q j ∂pi
respect to the price of the product manufactured by the firm’s rival, equation (15) can be
expressed in the following form:
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qi + ( pi − ci )

−ε p qi
pi

+ (pj − c j )

ε ji q j

0.
=

pi

(16)

Based on (16), the price of the product offered by firm i behaving as a member of full
industry cartel can be found:
pi =

ε p qi ci + ε ji p j q j − ε ji q j c j
−qi + ε p qi

.

(17)

Further, based on equation (16), one can find the value of total sales generated by firm i :
Si = ( pi − ci )ε p qi − ( p j − c j )ε ji q j .

(18)

The R&D investment of firm i in a situation where it pursues the full industry cartelisation strategy is given by the following equation: xi = ( pi − ci )ε x qi − ( p j − c j )ε xji q j .
Based on the previous equation and on (18), the optimal R&D intensity of firm i that
behaves as a member of full industry cartel can be found:
( pi − ci )ε x qi − ( p j − c j )ε xji q j
.
αi =
( pi − ci )ε p qi − ( p j − c j )ε ji q j

(19)

Let us also compute the economic profit of firm i which pursues a full industry cartelisation strategy:
=
πi qi ci (

εp
εp −1

−1−

ε pεx
εp −1

+ ε x ) + ( p j − c j )ε xji q j +

ε ji q j ( p j − c j )
εp −1

−

ε ji q j ( p j − c j )
εp −1

εx .

(20)

6. R&D competition, R&D cartelisation and full industry cartelisation:
a comparative analysis
For comparison purposes, the relevant economic measures describing a firm operating under
R&D competition, R&D cartelisation and full industry cartelisation are indexed as follows:
rdcom for the R&D competition, rdcar for the R&D cartelisation, and fcar for the full industry
cartel.
Let us start with a comparison of the prices of the final product offered by a firm. Based
on (3) and (17), the following is true:
Proposition 1 (proofs of all propositions follow from direct computations and direct
fcar
pirdcom . The price of the final product manufactured by firm
comparisons). pi ≥ pirdcar =
i pursuing a full industry cartelisation strategy is higher or equal to the price of the final
product manufactured by the same firm when it pursues the strategy of an R&D cartel or
R&D competition.
rdcar
pifcar p=
pirdcom for q j = 0 or for p j = c j , i.e., for the lack of
Please observe that =
i
production in firm j or for the final product price equal to the marginal costs of manufacturing. The former case seems of little practical interest (is unrealistic), whereas the latter
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one appears, in turn, untypical of oligopolistic markets with a differentiated product (cf., e.g.,
Goldberg, 1995; Mazzeo, 2002). A standard situation for the markets of that type seems to be
fcar
pirdcom .
p j > c j , hence it can be expected that in real markets: pi > pirdcar =
Let us now compare the values of total revenues (sales) generated by a firm in the three
considered scenarios. Based on (4) and (18), the following holds:
fcar
Sirdcom . The value of total revenues (sales) generated by
Proposition 2. Si ≤ Sirdcar =
firm i pursuing the strategy of full industry cartelisation is lower or equal to the value of
the revenues generated by the same firm when it follows the strategy of an R&D cartel or
R&D competition.
fcar
rdcar S rdcom for q = 0 or for p = c , i.e., for the lack of proS=
Let us note that S=
i
i
i
j
j
j
duction in a rival firm or for the final product price equal to the marginal costs of manufacturing. Again, the former case seems of little practical interest, and the latter one appears
untypical of oligopolistic markets with a differentiated product. A standard situation would
fcar
Sirdcom .
be p j > c j , hence it can be expected that in real markets: Si < Sirdcar =
Further, let us compare the R&D investments of a firm in the three scenarios under
analysis. Based on (6) and (12), the following is true:
fcar
xirdcar ≤ xirdcom . The R&D investment of firm i competing in the
Proposition 3. x=
i
area of R&D is higher or equal to the R&D investment of the same firm when it pursues the
strategy of an R&D cartel or full industry cartelisation.
fcar
rdcar
x=
xirdcom for q j = 0 or for p j = c j , i.e., again for the lack
Let us note that x=
i
i
of production in firm j or for the final product price equal to the marginal costs of manufacturing. A standard situation for the considered markets seems to be p j > c j , hence it can
fcar
xirdcar < xirdcom .
be expected that: x=
i
Now, let us proceed to compare the R&D intensities of the firm in the three scenarios
under analysis. Based on (7), (13) and (19), the following holds:
fcar
Proposition 4a. αi ≥ αirdcar . The R&D intensity of firm i when it pursues the strategy
of full industry cartelisation is larger or equal to the R&D intensity of the same firm when it
follows the strategy of an R&D cartel.

Proposition 4b. αirdcar ≤ αirdcom . The R&D intensity of firm i when it pursues the strategy of an R&D cartel is lower or equal to the R&D intensity of the same firm when it follows
the strategy of R&D competition.
ε xji
ε x ε xji
ε
. For x ≤
, the R&D intensity of firm
≤
ε p ε ji
ε p ε ji
i when it pursues the strategy of R&D competition is larger or equal to the R&D intensity of
the same firm when it follows the strategy of full industry cartelisation.
Let us finally proceed to a comparison of the economic profits of firm i in the three scenarios under consideration. Based on (8), (14) and (20), the following is true:
fcar
Proposition 4c. αirdcom ≥ αi
for
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Proposition 5a. πirdcar ≥ πirdcom . The economic profit of firm i when it pursues the strategy of an R&D cartel is larger or equal to the economic profit of the same firm when it follows the strategy of R&D competition.
fcar
Proposition 5b. πirdcom < πi
for ε x <

ε xji (ε p − 1)

+ 1 . For ε x <

ε xji (ε p − 1)

+ 1 , the
ε ji
ε ji
economic profit of firm i when it pursues the strategy of full industry cartelisation is larger
than the economic profit of the same firm when it follows the strategy of R&D competition.
fcar
Proposition 5c. πi > πirdcar for ε x < 1 . For ε x < 1 , the economic profit of firm i when
it pursues the strategy of full industry cartelisation is larger than the economic profit of the
same firm when it follows the strategy of an R&D cartel.
Let us note that for q j ≠ 0 and p j ≠ c j , Proposition 5a can be rendered in the form of a

sharp inequality, i.e., πirdcar > πirdcom . As regards oligopolistic markets with a differentiated
product, the latter form of Proposition 5a seems to be empirically sound (cf., Goldberg, 1995;
Mazzeo, 2002).
The objective of firms is to maximise their economic profits. Knowing that, let us see
which R&D strategies would be chosen by firms operating in the considered industry. In
table below, the economic profits of both firms are given.
Table 3. Profit-based decision table for R&D strategies
rdcom

rdcar

fcar

rdcom

πirdcom ; πrdcom
j

πirdcom ; πrdcar
j

πirdcom ; π jfcar

rdcar

πirdcar ; πrdcom
j

πirdcar ; πrdcar
j

πirdcar ; π jfcar

fcar

πifcar ; πrdcom
j

πifcar ; πrdcar
j

πifcar ; π jfcar

Notes: own elaboration.

Note that for q j ≠ 0 , p j ≠ c j , qi ≠ 0 and pi ≠ ci , the R&D competition strategy brings
lower profits than the R&D cartelisation strategy. Thus, profit-maximising firms should not
select the R&D competition strategies. As a result, the decision table can be simplified and
expressed as follows:
Table 4. Simplified profit-based decision table for R&D strategies
rdcar

fcar

rdcar

πirdcar ; πrdcar
j

fcar
πirdcar ; π j

fcar

πifcar ; πrdcar
j

fcar
πifcar ; π j

Notes: own elaboration.
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Now let us consider two cases, i.e., (1) ε x < 1 , and (2) ε x > 1 . For the first case, full industry cartelisation strategy brings higher economic profit for each of the firms, so the pair

fcar
(fcar; fcar) should be finally selected. The latter leads to the following profits ( πi ; π jfcar ).
For the second case, i.e., ε x > 1 , R&D cartelisation strategy brings higher economic profit
for each of the firms, so the pair (rdcar; rdcar) should be finally selected, which leads to the
following profits ( πirdcar ; πrdcar
).
j
Based on the above analysis, it can be observed that in the considered industry, a cartel
is likely to be formed, either at the R&D stage only (the R&D cartel) or as a full industry
cartel involving also the production stage. Observe further that such a cartel would be internally stable (cf., d’Aspremont, Jacquemin, Gabszewicz, & Weymark, 1983; Donsimoni,
Economides, & Polemarchakis, 1986; Prokop, 1999), since neither of the duopolists has an
incentive to change its R&D strategy or leave the cartel (cf., Tables 3 and 4).

7. Discussion
The findings present in the previous section suggest that the ultimate scenario (the formation of an R&D cartel or full industry cartel) that would unfold in the industry depends on
the elasticity of demand with respect to the firm’s investment in R&D. If such an elasticity
is relatively high, i.e., an increase in the firm’s R&D investment by 1% results in a rise of
demand for the final product by more than 1%, such market is likely to form an R&D cartel
and the firms involved in it would be less innovative than under R&D competition. The latter result does not support the first research hypothesis which predicted that firm’s product
innovation benefits from R&D cooperation compared with R&D competition. In fact, the
above optimisation model generates the opposite finding, i.e., based on the proposed model,
it is showed that firm’s product innovation in an oligopoly with price and quality competition
benefits from R&D competition compared with R&D cooperation. The probable explanation
of this fact is that firms’ rivalry in R&D speeds up the technological race between oligopolists for enhance product quality. Higher quality of products is valued by consumers, and
as a result, consumers’ demand for higher quality products pulls in individual corporate
product innovations. Quality competition, so important for product innovations (Anderton,
1999; Lee & Sung, 2005), is then a crucial factor which qualitatively distinguishes oligopoly
competition with process innovations (cf., d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien et al.,
1992; Kamien & Zang, 2000; Karbowski & Prokop, 2018) from oligopoly competition with
product innovations (considered herein). A relatively high elasticity of demand with respect
to the firm’s R&D investment translates into a high sensitivity of consumers to product quality enhancements, and promotes a fierce quality competition, but not price competition. As
a result, the price of a final good under R&D cartel does not differ from the price of a good
when R&D competition takes place. A similar conclusion can be drawn with respect to the
value of total revenues, i.e., under R&D cartel it does not vary from the revenue generated in
the R&D competition. Thus, the only social cost of the R&D cartel is only a loss of product
innovation compared with R&D competition (cf., propositions 3 and 4b).
If the elasticity of demand with respect to the R&D investment is not sufficiently high (an
increase in the firm’s R&D investment by 1% does not result in a rise of demand for the final
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product by more than 1%), such a market is likely to develop a full industry cartel. When the
demand with respect to the firm’s R&D investment is relatively inelastic, consumers do not
attach an excessive value to product quality enhancements, and the quality competition in the
industry should not be intense. The R&D intensity of a firm involved in a full industry cartel
will probably be higher than in an R&D cartel (cf., proposition 4a), yet the value of R&D
investment in absolute terms should not differ in those two scenarios (cf., proposition 3).
The price of the final good under a full industry cartel will probably be higher than under
an R&D cartel or R&D competition (cf., proposition 1). Interestingly, total revenue for the
full industry cartel is likely to be lower than under R&D competition or an R&D cartel – cf.,
proposition 2 (which means that the output produced under a full industry cartel has to be
relatively low, since the product price is relatively high). The finding in proposition 2 explains
the differences in R&D intensities between full industry cartelisation and R&D cartelisation
indicated above. The social cost of the full industry cartel would be then both the loss of
product innovation (cf., propositions 3 and 4c), and a loss of consumer surplus (due to a
relatively high price, cf., proposition 1, and low output of the final product). Observe that
the finding in proposition 1 supports the second research hypothesis.
The formulas derived in the previous sections bring a practical value to business managers and policy-makers. For managers, a choice of a firm strategy in innovation activities
is of great importance, especially in the context of today’s turbulent and hypercompetitive
environment where numerous technological changes take place (Turulja & Bajgoric, 2019).
Such an environment demands that firms are able to swiftly cope with the changing market
conditions and make accurate strategic R&D decisions. Turbulent business environment can
play a role in boosting firms’ product innovation (Turulja & Bajgoric, 2019), especially in
industries with both price and quality competition. Managers of high-tech firms operating in
such industries have to screen out inferior R&D strategies. The present analysis shows that a
cooperative product R&D strategy does not necessarily benefit firm’s product innovation in
oligopolistic markets with both price and quality competition. It is however showed that a
cooperative product R&D strategy can promote firm’s profits compared with R&D competition. The latter finding supports the third research hypothesis. Business managers have to
choose which effect – profit enhancement (related to product R&D cooperation) or product
innovation enhancement (related to R&D competition) – is more important from the current
corporate strategic viewpoint.
The formulas developed in the previous sections can be also useful to policy-makers.
Interestingly enough, the cooperation of firms in the form of an R&D cartel is perceived as
a policy tool which promotes innovation (Belleflamme & Peitz, 2010; Becker, 2015). Such
an understanding of R&D cooperation may be surprising to some people, since numerous adverse social and economic effects produced by cartels are commonly known (cf., e.g.,
Connor & Lande, 2005; Whelan, 2013). Anti-cartel policy measures became more stringent
(both in the United States and in Europe) in 1990s. Enforcement of the competition laws
was then substantially enhanced and, most importantly, leniency programs were introduced
to effectively use the prisoner’s dilemma to break cartels. But, the cartel prohibition law applies only to specific forms of cooperation such as price fixing, limitation of production, or
market sharing. Such prohibition does not apply to a wide variety of other forms of coopera-
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tion among firms, including R&D. The public policy (both in the US and Europe) and the
resulting legislation allows firms’ cooperation in R&D because such cooperation seems to
stimulate innovation (cf., e.g., Katz, 1986; d’Aspremont & Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien et al.,
1992; Petrakis & Poyago-Theotoky, 2002; Belleflamme & Peitz, 2010; Becker, 2015). With
the National Cooperative Research Act introduced in 1984, followed in 1993 by the National
Cooperative Research and Production Act (Horvath, 2001), the United States markedly relaxed
the country’s anti-trust policy as regards R&D cooperation. In Europe, changes in the law
intended to stimulate R&D cooperation among firms started in 1985 with the announcement of exemptions from the European anti-trust law (exemptions from Article 85 of the
Treaty establishing the European Economic Community) for certain forms of agreements
between enterprises with regard to R&D (Kaiser, 2002). These changes were accompanied
by the emergence of numerous programmes co-financed by the European Commission that
promoted cooperation among firms in R&D. Examples of such programmes include ESPRIT
(European Strategic Programme for Research in Information Technologies) which covered
joint R&D in the area of IT and electronics (Horvath, 2001).
Thus, the public innovation policy and the resulting laws allow cooperation among firms
in R&D since it is believed to stimulate innovation. However, such conclusions may be valid
for process innovation only. It does not have to be the case for product innovation and, in
fact, the findings of this paper show that it is not. The present analysis shows that for markets
with a relatively fierce quality competition, the industry ends up with the R&D cartel which
brings the loss of product innovation compared with R&D competition. For markets with
a mild quality competition, the industry ends up with the full industry cartel which brings
both the loss of product innovation and loss of consumer surplus.
R&D competition and R&D cartelisation (R&D cooperation) are sometimes regarded as
two competing public policy solutions to promote enterprise innovation (cf., d’Aspremont
& Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien et al., 1992; Leibowicz, 2018). Therefore, although for process
innovations, R&D cartelisation appears to be an effective policy solution that enhances innovation, this does not have to be a case in the context of product innovations. On the contrary, this paper shows that when it comes to product innovations, R&D cartelisation entails
a measurable loss of innovation compared with R&D competition. Hence, in the context of
product innovation, the technology policy promoting R&D cooperation among firms may
prove to be unjustified or counterproductive.

Conclusions
The present paper complements the theoretical industrial economics literature on R&D
strategies, innovation and firm performance. The majority of studies on that topic (see, the
literature review section) consider the relationship between the firm’s R&D strategies and
process innovation. The present paper investigated the relationship between the firm’s R&D
strategies and product innovation.
In this paper, the focus was placed on oligopolistic industries with differentiated products
and simultaneous price and quality competition. Such a business environment is not unique
in market-based economies worldwide (Storper, 1985; Flath, 2012; Mosconi, 2015; Liu &
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Atuahene-Gima, 2018). For example, according to Flath (2012), such a business environment
constitutes up to 50 per cent of industries in Japan. The real-life examples of those industries
are: consumer goods (e.g., beverages, beer, cotton fabrics), fishing nets, medicines, paints,
pianos, printing machines, tires and tubes for motor vehicles (Chioveanu, 2012; Flath, 2012).
The findings suggest that oligopolistic markets with differentiated products and simultaneous price and quality competition are at risk of cartel formation, either at the R&D stage
only (the R&D cartel), or both at the stage of R&D and production (the full industry cartel).
Such strategies are preferred (they bring higher profits) by firms compared with the R&D
competition strategy. Based on the optimisation model, it is suggested that the considered
markets with a high sensitivity of consumers to product quality enhancements and a fierce
quality competition end up with the creation of an R&D cartel, which results in a loss of
product innovation compared with the R&D competition. In turn, the oligopolistic industries with price and quality competition, consumers who do not attach an excessive value to
product quality enhancements, and quality competition which is not very intense, probably
form a full industry cartel. Such a cartel will lead to a loss of product innovation and consumer surplus via higher prices lower outputs compared with the R&D competitive scenario.
This paper carries significant implications for business managers and policy-makers.
Managers of firms operating in markets with differentiated goods and simultaneous price
and quality competition may now find a cooperative product R&D strategy not very appealing, when the major objective of the firm is to innovate. Policy-makers may now be more
cautious about promoting R&D cooperation between firms, when they aim to cooperate in
product R&D. Such cooperative agreements may lead to a reduction of a product innovation
and consumer surplus compared with the R&D competition.
As regards the limitations of this paper, not all possible R&D strategies are considered.
The paper focused on the three fundamental R&D strategies, as in d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), R&D competition, R&D cartelisation, and full industry cartelisation, leaving
RJVs aside. Certainly, in the future research, it is planned to use the product innovation
model developed in this paper and consider the relationship between RJV strategies of firms
and their product innovation and performance.
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